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JESSICA WATSON’S INSPIRING STORY TO BE ADAPTED INTO A 

FILM – ‘TRUE SPIRIT’ 
 

ANNOUNCED TODAY AT THE AUSTRALIAN INTERNATIONAL MOVIE 
CONVENTION (AIMC) PARAMOUNT PICTURES AUSTRALIA, SUNSTAR 

ENTERTAINMENT AND BME WILL BRING THE JESSICA WATSON STORY TO THE 
BIG SCREEN  

  
In 2010, Jessica Watson’s story touched and inspired people in Australia and around 
the world and now her heroic story will be told on the big screen with Paramount 
Pictures Australia today announcing that they are delighted to be distributing the film 
about her journey, TRUE SPIRIT, in Australia and New Zealand.   
 
TRUE SPIRIT will be produced by Brookwell McNamara Entertainment (BME) run by 
Sean McNamara and David Brookwell, who produced the inspiring true-story film ‘Soul 
Surfer’ (directed by Sean McNamara) and Australian production entity Sunstar 
Entertainment helmed by Andrew Fraser, Daniel Starling and Brian Andrews.  
 
On 15 May, 2010, arriving back in Sydney three days before her 17th birthday, Jessica 
Watson became the youngest person ever to sail solo around the world, non-stop and 
unassisted.   
 
In common with the recent successful releases ‘Mao’s Last Dancer’ and ‘Red Dog’, 
TRUE SPIRIT brings a story of the triumph of the human spirit, detailing Jessica's 
successful struggle to achieve her dream of circumnavigating the globe.  
 
Paramount Pictures Vice President of Australia and New Zealand, Mike Selwyn said of 
today’s announcement “We are delighted to be working with BME and Sunstar to bring 
Jessica Watson’s story to the big screen where it belongs. This is a wonderful story of 
courage, perseverance and triumph that will appeal to all audiences”.  
 
“It’s an honour to have a feature film made about you - quite surreal and very exciting! It 
will be interesting to watch how a film is made. I’m looking forward to working closely 
with the production team and Paramount in my capacity as a consultant on the project”, 
said Jessica Watson.  



Andrew Fraser CEO of Sunstar Entertainment said “Jessica Watson is an inspiring story 
that ultimately proves that we all have the power to live our dreams – no matter how 
small or big they are! This is a great Australian story on a great Australian”. 
 
Sean McNamara and David Brookwell of BME said “We are truly excited to make an 
inspirational movie about Jessica Watson's true life adventure of circumnavigating the 
globe.   The world needs stories of young people who set out with a goal and achieve it 
with persistence and determination. It shows people, young and old alike, that you can 
follow your dreams and with hard work and a little bit of faith, anything is possible”. 
 
TRUE SPIRIT is scheduled to shoot in early 2013 and slated for release at the end of 
2013. The film will be shot in Australia, with locations in Sydney and the Gold Coast.   
 

# # # 
 
  
ABOUT PARAMOUNT PICTURES CORPORATION 
  
Paramount Pictures Corporation (PPC), a global producer and distributor of filmed 
entertainment, is a unit of Viacom (NASDAQ: VIA, VIAB), a leading content company 
with prominent and respected film, television and digital entertainment brands. 
Paramount controls a collection of some of the most powerful brands in filmed 
entertainment, including Paramount Pictures, Paramount Animation, Paramount 
Vantage, Paramount Classics, Insurge Pictures, MTV Films, and Nickelodeon Movies. 
PPC operations also include Paramount Famous Productions, Paramount Home Media 
Distribution, Paramount Pictures International, Paramount Licensing Inc., and 
Paramount Studio Group. 
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